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Dragons! 
Author life Update!

POLL!



So Epic! Much Awesome!Wow!

Dragons, like a well-used spice, feature in the Tales of
Farfadel.

Adelaide, the grand unifier, is said to
be one of the only mortals to have

ever united humankind and dragons
peacefully. 

Many others have tried it, but not
quite so peacefully. Nor have they

necessarily been successful!



The author is said to have a
fondness for dragons. ~ a

cactus

Dragons in the tales of Farfadel are wizened, or not,
sometimes greedy and sometimes wise. Above all, they
are great and scaly. Unless they are small and scaly. I

suppose they are often mainly scaly.

Snitches say that the upcoming tale
of Farfadel will heavily feature

dragons in it! Oh! How exciting!



UPDATEUPDATE
Author

Author admits to feeling tired and
melancholic!

Oh my!

Sources suppose they need more
dragon-esque energy!

Rawr!

Author also admits to having a
desire for crepes and fine

cuisine. That, dear reader, is not
at all unusual. It is actually a sign

of normalcy.



Wow!

Ta Da!



Ladies and gentlemen and
all other folks!

This is it! The book is in its final, very final, finalest
stages!

Author fiercely claims that this novel, the debut of a
trilogy, will not only be epic and swoon-worthy, but will

also be super duper released soon!

Sources confirm that, for once, the author is
right. The book might be released soon - if the

author doesn't lag like an old slug.

The book will feature dragons,
flowers, romance, and

suspenseful action!
Wow!



 
Merchandise!Merch!

Merch!

Can't get enough of the world of Farfadel? Love all things
fantasy, romance, and cute?

Well, you're in luck!

Author claims that, VERIL - Y! Merch doth be coming
soon!

What will this merch be? Author is shady and cackling
when asked, but...

Given their latest sculpting habit - figurines are to be
expected!

W
ow! So fun!

Author apparently also musing over stickers. 

To be continued...?



Plants!
Author has

plenty of them.
These adowable

planties are
doing great! 

Author is fortunate enough to
have access to room for a small
potted garden, and, sources say,

thereby bought way too many
seed packets.Much plants!

Much seeds!



POLL! Your

opinion

matters!
Wow!

Author is hereby bored on

occasion, and would love to

hear from you!

The burning question is:

...



Who is your favorite
Farfadel Character?

Dark Queen?

White Queen?

Fairy Chief?

Ka'an?

Adelaide?

Shadow?

Let the author know!!

Please! Really! Author
wants to

know!Please!

Fire Lady?



To answer this burning question
(you know you want to!), simply

comment on this post, whether it be
on fb, insta, twitter, or wordpress!

Please! Authorwants toknow!

Verily!



Author simply likes this
picture

You must look at it

Isn't is so pretty?!



Thank you for reading!
Take Care!!!


